In this paper, we present some novel results and ideas for robust and accurate implicit representation of geometric surfaces in finite element analysis. The novel contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) describe and validate a method to represent arbitrary parametric surfaces implicitly; (2) represent arbitrary solids implicitly, including sharp features using level sets and boolean operations; (3) impose arbitrary Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on the resulting implicitly defined boundaries. The methods proposed do not require local refinement of the finite element mesh in regions of high curvature, ensure the independence of the domain's volume on the mesh, do not rely on boundary regularization, and are well suited to methods based on fixed grids such as the extended finite element method (XFEM). Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed approach and show that it is possible to achieve optimal convergence rates using a fully implicit representation of object boundaries. This approach is one step in the desired direction of tying numerical simulations to computer aided design (CAD), similarly to the isogeometric analysis paradigm.
Introduction
Although mesh generation and regeneration is today a well researched area with robust and effective mesh generators, the generation of quality meshes for complex geometries remains a challenge [1] . When the geometry of the domain of interest is complex or when internal boundaries evolve in time, meshing and remeshing these surfaces is not straightforward.
Alternative methods have been proposed which aim at decoupling the representation of geometrical features from the discretization, e.g. the finite element mesh. Partition of unity enriched discretizations [2, 3] serve, among others, this very purpose by enabling the simulation of moving boundaries independently of the background mesh.
In this paper, we are not concerned with modelling moving boundaries, but, rather, simplifying the description of the boundary of the solid, assumed here to be subjected to small displacements. A large number of researchers have investigated a variety of techniques aiming at solving partial differential equations (PDEs) on fixed grids which do not conform to the boundary. We provide here a non exhaustive list: immersed boundary [4] , fictitious domain [5] , embedded boundary [6] , virtual boundary [7] and Cartesian grid [8] methods. All these methods hold are promising tools to reduce the difficulties associated with meshing complex domain boundaries [9] and remeshing [10] .
Fixed grid methods (FGM) can be considered as ''mesh-free'' finite element methods where the computational mesh can be defined on a region of simple shape (say rectangular or hexahedral) which contains the domain over which the PDE is to be solved. The mesh need not conform to the potentially complex geometry of the boundary, but this flexibility is paid back by the necessity to determine which elements are inside, outside, or cut by the boundary and carry out numerical integration over each element type separately to ensure that void and full regions are accounted for correctly, impose boundary conditions on a surface which splits elements arbitrarily, etc. The step of identifying which elements are inside, outside, and cut by the boundary is known, in an extended finite element context, as ''mesh-geometry interaction'' [11, 12] .
Most methods relying on a fixed grid differ from each other on the following points:
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Construction of the domain on the background mesh grid. Two sets of techniques have been proposed in the literature to represent the object's boundary: explicit, or implicit. Explicit definitions comprise, for example, polygonal meshes. Examples of techniques to represent boundaries implicitly include
The level set method [13] . R-functions [14] or signed distance functions [15] , which are particularly well suited to domains constructed with Boolean operations such as union, intersection, difference. Such Boolean operations are used in constructive solid geometry (CSG) [16] , providing a straightforward way to create complex solid objects by combining simpler primitives. A number of input data can be used to generate the implicit representation of a given domain for analysis on a structured fixed grid. The geometrical information can be, for example, provided by a polygonal mesh (typically obtained from STL (stereolithography) files of CAD models [17] [18] [19] [20] or other CAD descriptions [21] ). Medical image modalities [17, 18, 22] may also be used.
Numerical integration schemes. The most common method is subdivision into subtriangles [23] located on either side of the boundary and using standard Gaussian quadrature on each of the triangular subcells. Alternate techniques to integrate on arbitrary polygons [24, 25] or transform domain integration into boundary integration [26] can also be used. Imposition of essential (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. To enforce the Dirichlet boundary conditions along a boundary which does not necessarily contain nodes of the fixed grid, several methods are available in the literature. They are either based on the Lagrange multiplier method (LMM) [27] [28] [29] [30] , on a consistent penalty method, such as Nitsche's method [31] [32] [33] [34] ; or rely on modifying the basis functions to satisfy the constraints directly [35, 17, 36] .
The concept of modelling geometrical features independently of the finite element mesh in the context of the extended finite element method (XFEM) [23] originated in Sukumar et al. [37] . Analytical level set functions (signed distance functions) are used to represent the location of internal surfaces and the authors show that imposing Neumann type boundary conditions is straightforward. This method was later used to model complex geometries with fixed grid avoiding elaborate meshing schemes [15] .
Several other authors have also used an implicit surface definition for both external and internal boundaries using a structured grid, e.g. [9, 36, 17, 20, 21] . The location of the free surface is approximated on the background fixed mesh through piecewise linear interpolation of the grid data. In general, inside each element, the approximated surface is a straight line segment in two dimensions and a plane triangle in three dimensions. As a consequence, the accuracy with which a boundary can be approximated in this way depends on the refinement of the mesh. In order to alleviate this difficulty, a strategy for reducing the geometrical representation errors is described in Moës et al. [15] . The underlying mesh employed to construct surface geometry was obtained by an adaptive mesh refinement in order to carefully locate the curved regions and sharp features.
However, even when a fine mesh is used around the object surfaces, the approximation results in an object with rounded edges whose corners cannot be approximated exactly. Moreover, the approximability of curved boundaries is determined by the order of the model to be approximated. Moreover, when the design changes, high-order approximation of curved boundary is required to be improved with the underlying mesh grid (e.g. crack, topology optimization with implicit functions). In these circumstances, the background mesh grid is not allowed to be changed: to represent smoothly the boundary (high-order approximation of the object boundary inside the mesh grid) and during the computation when the geometry and topology changes.
To preserve such details, [36, [38] [39] [40] proposed to use a finer mesh within the initial background grid/mesh to represent curved boundaries. This finer mesh was also used for Gaussian integration. The idea of this method is that a finer mesh is used to represent the implicit functions describing the boundary within each element of the fixed background grid, regardless of the finite elements used for the analysis process. Higher order finite element discretizations may also be used to define curved boundaries implicitly on structured grids as well as for the analysis process [41, 42] .
Explicit surface representations independent of the mesh for 3D crack growth with hp-GFEM and interfaces in fluid-structure interaction with higher-order XFEM have been presented in the works of Pereira et al. [43] and Mayer et al. [44] , respectively.
In a nutshell, while representing the boundary of a computational domain without meshing it explicitly is attractive, it also poses a number of difficulties, namely:
Representing the boundary implicitly from raw data obtained from CAD, medical images, etc. Performing the mesh-geometry interaction.
Enforcing essential boundary conditions on the boundary.
In this paper, we will present a novel approach to addressing these three challenges. The salient features of this method are as follows:
Representing an arbitrary object based on a fixed background grid, similarly to the method proposed by Belytschko et al. [9] in an XFEM framework. An automatic conversion from parametric surfaces to zero level sets for general unstructured meshes (triangular and tetrahedral).
There are two motivations for using parametric representations:
The use of parametric information can control geometrical errors at the boundaries, which affect the convergence rate and solution accuracy, without changing the underlying fixed mesh for analysis. They are standard in computer aided design and manufacturing CAD/CAM systems.
The main idea is to use several zero level sets for defining accurate and controllable sharp features obtained from the parametric primitives which compose the object, and to use parametric information as a guide to generate the profile of the curved region inside a finer graded mesh, incorporated into the elements split by the boundary. This sub-mesh is only used for numerical integration purposes, not to increase the approximation power of the finite element discretization.
The proposed representation guarantees a priori the desired approximation of the original object and also provides efficient numerical integration where integrals over the volume and boundary surfaces are based on standard Gauss quadrature.
The Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied by building appropriate Lagrange multiplier space on the boundary using the sophisticated algorithms proposed by Moës et al. [27] , Béchet et al. [29, 28] and Géniaut et al. [28] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The details on implicit representation of object boundaries with a single level set function and its limitations are presented in the next section. Section 3, describes the concept for building objects from parametric definitions of primitive shapes. The algorithm for automatic conversion from a parametric surface into a zero level set defined on a narrow band of the mesh is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes how sharp features can be preserved, and how the finer graded mesh is constructed inside the split elements for integration purposes. We briefly discuss the problem of enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions in Section 6. Section 7 provides several numerical examples that illustrate the convergence of the proposed technique. Finally, Section 8 provides conclusions and directions for future work.
Conventional level set modelling for an implicit representation of object boundaries
In this section, we define the basic notations and methodologies used in this paper. Let Gr denote the smallest bounding box that completely encloses the object X # Gr & R n (n = 2 or 3). The boundary C = @X of X is of dimension (n À 1). Gr is a mesh, either structured or unstructured (triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D). Elements in this mesh are denoted generically by E and are of characteristic size h. Although we only discuss here the case where there are two phases (material and void), the idea can easily be extended to multi-phase material. In this article, all background meshes and figures are produced with the help of GMSH [45] .
Level set modelling
The level set method introduced by Osher and Sethian [13] is an interface capturing method (as opposed to interface tracking) which is widely used to describe the evolution of surfaces without requiring their explicit discretization by mesh points. It is more particularly adapted to representing closed boundaries, although it has been used successfully to describe evolving 3D cracks using the XFEM [46] . This method defines the object implicitly using a scalar function /(x) mapping the space where the interface is to be described to the real line, R. The interface is then one of the isolines of function /, i.e. it is obtained by cutting the graph of / at different heights. A natural choice for / is the signed distance function to the interface of interest, C. Using the signed distance function: the interior of the domain bounded by C is defined by the set fx 2 R n =/ðxÞ 6 0g; the exterior is the set fx 2 R n =/ðxÞ P 0g;
and the boundary C is defined by fx 2 R n =/ðxÞ ¼ 0g i.e. the zero level set.
In some very special cases, an analytical expression for the level set function of an object can be obtained easily, for example: for a plane p(x) = (x À x 0 ) Á n where x 0 is the projection of point x on the plane and n is the unit normal defining the plane; a sphere s(x) = kx À x 0 k À r 0 , where r 0 is the radius of the cylinder and x 0 is the center of the sphere; an infinite cylinder c(x) = kx À x w k À r 0 , where x w is the projection of x on the director of the cylinder of radius r 0 .
In general, however, / cannot be easily defined analytically, and its numerical value must then be evaluated at each node of the mesh. This process is known as initialization of the level set function. Then, the underlying shape functions associated with the mesh can be used to obtain the value of the level set function anywhere within the domain using the nodal values, through simple interpolation. This is known as the discretization of the level set. Of course, the smoothness of the resulting surface (3D) (or curve (2D)) is directly related to that of the shape functions constructed on the mesh.
Based on this representation /(x) = ±dist(x, C), the final object can be represented as Boolean operations (using min/max operators) on simpler half-spaces of level set functions / i , e.g.
Intersection :
Union :
Difference :
In the remainder of this paper, we shall use the convention that the level set function is negative inside domain X, positive outside and zero on the boundary @X.
Element classification based on level set data
Using the sign of /(x), we can categorise the elements E in the mesh Gr into three sets: interior elements E I are those which are completely inside X, i.e. not intersected by @X; exterior elements E O which are completely outside X; boundary elements E B which are split by @X. Mathematically, this may be written:
This classification may be usefully recast in terms of the level set function /:
Interior elements E I are such that all their nodes lie within X.
Hence they are the elements in the mesh such that the value of the level set function at all their nodes is negative.
Exterior elements E O , on the other hand are elements for which the level set function is positive at all of their nodes.
Boundary elements E B are such that the level set function is positive at some of their nodes, and negative at others.
Discretization of the level set and definition of sub-elements for numerical integration
Using the finite element shape functions to discretize the level set function /, we obtain an approximation / h to the exact distance field / and a corresponding boundary defined by @X h which approximates @X (see Fig. 1) .
The approximate zero level set / h = 0 is obtained using the finite element shape functions associated with the mesh. This is useful, for example, to compute the intersection points of the zero level set with the element edges. To do this, it is sufficient to use the underlying shape functions to interpolate the level set function values along the element edges.
Once the intersection points between the zero level set and the element edges are known, the discretized (approximate) boundary @X h , may be obtained by constructing a line mesh obtained by joining the intersection points previously obtained. Assuming the FE shape functions are piecewise linear, this line mesh is a polyline in 2D and a triangulated surface in 3D.
The boundary elements E B 2 B are further subdivided into subelements whose edges conform with the discretized boundary @X h . These can be separated into two sets, those located inside the discretized domain X h which we designate by (IB), and those located outside, which we name exterior (OB) sub-elements. The original element E B 2 B can thus be rewritten as the union of sub-elements Fig. 2c ). The set of sub-elements (IB) and (OB) are defined as
Because all sub-elements are known to be either inside or outside of the domain (they cannot be split by the interface), the value of sign (/) at the centroid of a sub-element E D is sufficient to determine its position relative to the interface. A negative value means that the sub-element is interior to the domain, and vice versa.
Sub-elements of an interior boundary element IB are located within the domain E D = E IB whereas the sub-elements of an exterior boundary element OB are located outside E D = E OB .
We denote the part of the boundary @X h inside a boundary element E B by E B C such that E B C & E B . We next show that in a general case, E B C can be rewritten as the union of sub-elements Fig. 2c for a two-dimensional case and Fig. 9 for a three-dimensional case).
The interior of the object, to be considered for the analysis is then defined by the union of the interior elements (I) with the interior sub-elements (IB).
The level set description presented above is able to represent two-phase materials, e.g. / > 0 can represent voids, / = 0 the boundaries of the voids and / < 0 the region where actual material is present. The same method is obviously applicable for two-material systems. In the case where voids are modelled, all sub-elements located inside the void are discarded during the analysis since they do not contribute to the stiffness. In the case of multimaterial systems, the integration points generated in interior sub-elements are attributed the material property associated with that of the ''interior'' material (see Fig. 2b ).
Limitations of the single level set modelling
In the single level set framework defined above, a single level set function is used to define the whole domain as well as its boundary conditions, through Boolean combinations of simple half-spaces. It has been shown that a single level set model offers several advantages compared to the actual meshing of the domain boundary [15] . However, as illustrated in examples (see Figs. 1 and  3a) , this approach has some drawbacks:
It is not possible to represent sharp edges or corners exactly, as shown in Fig. 1 . Corners will be ''cut'' because kinks are not allowed in the underlying finite element approximation used to discretize the level set function. As a consequence, it is not possible to ensure that the object is exactly reproduced by simple combinations of half-spaces. In order to reproduce the geometry accurately, significant mesh refinement is typically needed. Because the whole boundary is defined using one single function, it is not straightforward to locate and separate different regions on @X h for attribution of appropriate boundary conditions. To efficiently approximate a curved domain, one generates a discrete approximation of the scalar distance field / by evaluating the function on a sufficiently fine mesh, or by adaptive schemes like octree techniques to capture details of the domain boundary @X h . However, linear interpolation of the mesh values to approximate the boundary is insufficient for higher order analysis.
In the following section, we present a new approach to represent arbitrary regions using level set functions, which alleviates the pitfalls of the ''single-level-set-description''.
3. Multiple level sets modelling for an implicit representation of object boundaries
Description of the procedure
As stated in the introduction, one of the goals of this paper is to present a new implicit representation that can ensure the accuracy of the approximated object defined over an unstructured mesh with minimal dependence on this background mesh. Our proposed framework is an adaptation of the single-level-set modelling technique described above, but to maximize flexibility, the new approach combines the strengths of this single-level-set description with those of popular parametric representations. The main steps involved in our implicit modelling scheme may be separated into three categories:
Conversion of a smooth parametric function into a signed distance field. Subdivision of the mesh. Classification of the elements.
Let X be the solid under consideration and assume that @X can be partitioned into m distinct ''faces.'' Consider now m parametric functionsS i ðu; vÞ : R 2 ! R 3 ði ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ describing each of these surfaces.
The basic procedure which we propose to follow to obtain a fully implicit representation of solid X is as follows:
Convert each parametric functionS i into a signed distance field / 
Illustration on a simple example
For the purpose of illustration, let us consider the same example as in (Fig. 1) . In this case, we use five parametric functions as illustrated in (Fig. 4) corresponding to each of the distinct boundaries.
4. Conversion of an arbitrary parametric function into a level set (signed distance field)
A hybrid parametric/implicit representation
In geometric modelling, two methods coexist to represent surfaces: parametric and implicit representations. Each of them is particularly well suited for certain applications. Using parametric representations, it is easy to generate vertices on the surface that are required for volume meshing algorithms based on Delaunay triangulations or advancing front methods. On the other hand, implicit representations simplify mesh generation, since the latter need not conform to the boundary of the domain. 2 Each of these two approaches, however, has its own disadvantages. The quality of meshes generated from parametric representations is constrained by the quality of the polygonal surface given Fig. 3 . Approximation of an object with convex and concave boundaries with the same background mesh, resulting from Boolean combinations of half-spaces defined using analytically defined level set functions (8-planes and 3-cylinders). (a) The object is constructed by a single level set resultant from Boolean operations (one scalar distance value is stored at each node) and (b) shows the approximation by our new approach that preserves sharp features (11 scalar distance values are stored at each node).
1 Section 4 describes two different types of boundary elements E B : those which are intersected by more than one level set and those elements that contribute to the representation of the local boundary curvature. 2 The reader will have noted that sub-elements do need to conform to this boundary. However, there is no constraint posed on the quality of these elements, since they are only used to generate Gauss points to integrate the weak form, which differentiates them from finite elements.
as input. In the case of implicit representations, the quality of the approximated boundary is constrained by the quality of the background mesh used for its representation. The method we propose here is a hybrid which exploits the advantages of the parametric and implicit representations. To control the quality of the boundary representation and of the resulting volume, we propose to work directly with the parametric surfaces and suppress the intermediate polygonisation step by directly converting this representation into an implicit form defined on the background mesh.
Generating the minimum distance map to an arbitrary parametric surface
The most widely used CAD systems are based on parametric surfaces. However, it is difficult to convert parametrically represented surfaces into an accurate implicit object in an unstructured mesh. This conversion requires computing the minimum distance values of each parametric surface to the mesh vertices. In general, it is necessary to minimize (for each vertex V(x) to be projected onto the surface S(u, v)) the expression d min = kS(u, v) À V(x)k, where the closest point P(x) is on the surface and the normal vectorñ at P(x) must satisfy ðPðxÞ À VðxÞÞ Áñ ¼ 0.
Newton-type techniques can be used with suitable start values in the parameter space to achieve convergence. In general, these initial values are hard to obtain for finding the closest point (foot point) on the parametric curve/surface and for computing the corresponding parameters u/(u, v) of the projection (inversion). This is why alternate algorithms have been proposed to solve the projection and inversion problems. Hartmann [47] proposed a first order derivative by using a normal form function to compute the foot point. Ma and Hewitt [48] proposed a method that provides a good initial value for the Newton-Raphson method to increase its stability. Since we are dealing with parametric surfaces and a background mesh, we can evaluate implicitly the minimum distance at the vertices of a band surrounding the parametric surface. Distance computation at a particular vertex in this band does not need to be computed by minimizing the quantity above. Instead of finding the footpoint on the parametric curve/surface and computing the corresponding parameter values of the projection, this minimization has been replaced by a technique for computing vertices lying exactly the intersection between a surface S(u, v) and the edges of the (simplex) elements and evaluating the distance directly by using the analytical level set definition of a plane p(x) = (x À x 0 ) Á n that passes through each intersection point. Given the intersection points in the mesh, the shortest distance from the vertices of the elements to the analytical definition of the plane can be evaluated.
It is well known that the pure algebraic Newton-Raphson iterative method is unsuitable for the computation of intersection points between a parametric surface and an edge, a good initial value must be very carefully selected to ensure convergence. For this purpose, we use adjacency relations between mesh entities (the relationship between the parametric coordinates on the surface of an intersection point and the corresponding edge) to provide a good initial value to compute the next intersection point. These adjacency relations are also used to define the narrow band.
Proposed algorithm
The goal of the algorithm we propose here is to enable the computation of the signed distance field at any point in the computational mesh without explicitly calculating the distance between the parametric surface and the vertices of the mesh. The algorithm can be viewed as a marching method taking as input the equation of the parametric surface and an unstructured background mesh and providing as output the signed-distance function defined on a narrow band (or, alternatively, on the whole mesh) corresponding to the parametric surface. The conversion from the parametric surface to the signed-distance function is made piecewise, starting from one or more seed elements which are intersected by the surface of interest.
Given a parametric surface and background mesh of characteristic size h, our goal is to generate a discrete signed distance field in a narrow band surrounding the input surface. Figs. 5-8 illustrate the different steps of the algorithm.
We summarize the algorithm as follows. Note: below, we use the abusive notation ''edge'' to refer both to the 2D and to the 3D case to simplify the explanation. In the 3D case, edge should be understood as ''face.'' Similarly, we assume that the background mesh Gr is made up of simplex elements, i.e. triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D. the parameter values for the surface corresponding to this intersection point. Each parameter value is stored in an associative container 3 (called Container s ) such that they can be found from its corresponding edge. In the particular case, when the intersection point is located on a vertex of the start element, the parameter values can be found from all edges connected to this vertex (two edges in 2D and three edges in 3D). 3. Build the plane p(x) = (x À x 0 ) Á n that passes through each intersection point and such that n verifies n Á n s > 0 to define the sign of the distance field in the start element. Then evaluate and store the value of p at each vertex in the start element. n is stored in an associative container (called Container n ) such that it can be found from its corresponding element. The start element is stored in a list (called list B ) for building elements in the narrow band x i (see Fig. 5 ).
4. Obtain the location of elements surrounding the start element by using the adjacency relations between mesh entities (see Fig. 6 ). For each edge of the starting element in list B and already stored in Container s , store elements adjacent to this edge in a list (called list adj ). In the particular case when the intersection point is located on a vertex of the start element, store elements around this vertex in list adj . 5. Now, each element in list adj that has not been already visited becomes the new actual start element and step 2 is repeated with a new initial value (u s , v s ). For each new start element, (u s , v s ) is found through one of these edges that has already been stored in Container s . In the particular case when none of these edges is in Container s the initial value (u s , v s ) is obtained from one of the edges that share one of the vertices with the start element. This is the case for elements in list adj that have been obtained from the search process associated with the particular case of step 4. If more than one intersection point is located in the new start element (two intersection points in 2D and three/ four in 3D), step 3 is repeated with a new vector n s . For each new start element, n s is found through one of the elements around it that has already been stored in Container n . To construct a local piece of the zero level set for this new start element, evaluate and store the value of p at each vertex that has not already been visited. Then for the rest of the vertices that have already been visited, store at each one the signed distance value such that verifies the minimum absolute value between the actual value of p and the value already stored at the previous steps. . The four possibilities for the subdivision of a boundary element E B into sub-elements E D (tetrahedra) by a portion of the zero level set (a triangle or a quadrilateral). In the case of a quadrilateral, the portion of the zero level set is split into two triangles (i.e. EB C ¼ S 2 k¼1 ED C ) and then E B is subdivided into six sub-elements (i.e. EB ¼ S 6 k¼1 ED). Fig. 8 ).
Detailed algorithm
4.4.1. Determine the starting element given an arbitrary starting point on the parametric surface The first step of the algorithm provides the start element containing the point P s = S(u s , v s ) which can be chosen arbitrarily on the parametric surface. This is done by testing if an element contains this point using the maximum and minimum coordinates (x, y, z) of its vertices. The element which contains the point P s is taken as the start element to begin the algorithm. This step is implemented through a loop over all elements, for simplicity. Note that this loop is only required to locate the first start element containing the seed point P s . All other ''touched'' elements in the following steps are located by the adjacency relations between mesh entities and do not require a loop on all elements in the mesh.
Determine the intersection points of the parametric surface with the start element
In step 2, the algorithm first visits each edge of the start element found in step 1 to determine the intersection points with S (see Fig. 5 ). These intersection points can be determined by solving the following set of nonlinear equations: Find ðu; v; tÞ; such that Fðu; v; tÞ ¼ Sðu; vÞ À EðtÞ; ð7Þ where S(u, v) is a parameterization for the surface, and E(t) = (1 À t)E 0 + tE 1 is a parameterization for the edge defined by its vertices E 0 and E 1 . We find the approximate solution to this set of nonlinear equations by the pure algebraic Newton-Raphson iterative method. The initial value (u s , v s ) corresponding to P s is used to obtain the local solution for all edges of the start element, only a few iterations are needed to compute the intersection point when the edge crosses S. In practice, two iterations are sufficient to obtain the intersection point; this number of iterations is used as criterion to find the edges that intersect S between its vertices. The algorithm employs only the first order information of the curve/surface, this uses only geometric information that is common to all possible parameterizations.
For each edge/surface intersection, the solution (u, v,t) of the above set of equations is stored in Container s such that they can be found from its corresponding edge. This storage will be used in the next steps both to efficiently detect the next elements needed for our marching algorithm, and to provide a new good initial guess to achieve fast convergence for the Newton-Raphson method. This algorithm is written in C++ using the Standard Template Library (STL) containers, and benefits of associative containers for storing and accessing data with a good memory storage management and short execution times.
Compute the signed distance to the parametric surface in the start element
The third step makes use of all the intersection points obtained in step 2 and of the input vector n s to compute the values of the signed-distance map at the vertices of the start element. The storage in Container n allows to keep in memory the sign of the distance field between elements stored in list B and its neighboring elements while the field is built. In the case of four intersection points, which may happen in 3D, we use only three arbitrary intersection points to build the plane p(x). We show in the following section that the error to represent the local zero level set on the smooth parametric surface inside the boundary element E B can be reduced by using a graded sub-mesh refinement in the split elements.
Populate the list of elements neighboring the start element
The fourth step requires mesh databases such as the Algorithm Oriented Mesh Database (AOMD) [49] 4 to provide all possible relations between all adjacent mesh entities of the background mesh, e.g. vertex ? edges, vertex ? faces, vertex ? elements (3D), edge ? faces, edge ? elements (3D), face ? elements (3D). The marching algorithm stores new elements in list adj such that they can be searched by adjacency relations from the start element stored in list B . This search process selects the set of elements around the start element which are likely to be themselves intersected by a portion of S (see Fig. 6 ). The narrow band around the surface of interest could be built in a piecewise manner by successively searching for the elements neighboring those which are intersected by the parametric surface. This is not what is done in practice, as shall become clear from the description of the next step.
Compute the signed distance function for the cluster of elements adjacent to the start element
Step 5 starts from an element stored in list adj that has not already been visited to construct the distance field, and stops when all elements stored in this list have been visited. This step selects elements from list adj to build a portion of the narrow band x i and computes the corresponding distance field. At this stage of the marching algorithm, two small portions of the surface S have been iteratively converted; the first portion corresponds to the first start element found in step 1, and the second portion corresponds to the cluster of elements belonging to the narrow band around the start element found by the adjacency relations (see Fig. 6 ).
Walking through adjacencies
In step 6, the algorithm starts with an empty list adj , and propagates the search of a portion of elements by walking through adjacencies (see Fig. 6 ). Then stores this portion in the list adj which may intersect another portion of S.
Construction of the signed-distance field on the narrow band
The marching algorithm in step 7, builds the narrow band x i along with the corresponding distance field in a piecewise manner (see Fig. 7 ). Note that the algorithm works for both open and closed parametric curves/surfaces. The end product of the algorithm as described above is the signed distance function at each node of the elements contained in the narrow band x i . The finite element shapes functions can then be used to calculate the value of the signed distance function anywhere within this narrow band by interpolating between the nodal values. Next, the extraction of explicit curve/surface information C i h for subdivision purposes can be performed (see Fig. 8 ). 4 Or those used in [12, 50] for damage tolerance of complex structures and the simulation of concrete mesostructure, respectively. The reader is directed to the discussion in [51] concerning the importance of including an algorithm-oriented mesh generator as part of extended finite element method implementations. The Ph.D. Thesis [52] provides more detail.
Remarks on the algorithm
It will be clear to the reader by now that the algorithm computes the signed distance map on a minimal narrow band around the parametric surface only. This band is made up of all elements adjacent to the elements split by the surface. We saw that using mesh databases such as AOMD is critical to the efficiency of this step. This narrow band is composed of the boundary elements B and produces two separate sets of elements, on either side of the surface.
It is then straightforward to generate a discretized version of the parametric surface, i.e. a polyline mesh in 2D and a triangulated surface in 3D. This discretized version C i h of the parametric surface (see Fig. 8 ) is generated for subdividing the boundary elements E B into triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D (see Fig. 9 ). To avoid extremely small solid parts inside a boundary element E B , the nodal value of / i h at nodes can be set to zero, when / i h < 0 and j/ i h j < .
Where is a predefined (small) tolerance, the value of which can be based on an edge ratio as proposed by Moës et al. [46] .
The signed distance field can be extended from the narrow band to the rest of the mesh using methods such as the fast marching method (FMM) [53] . Our approach uses the narrow band and the sign of / i h to search for interior and exterior elements solely by walking through adjacencies, without needing to extend the distance field information to the whole mesh.
An advantage of this conversion from parametric into level set representation is that the closest point information generated by the intersection of the surface boundary and the edges of the boundary elements E B can be used to represent the exact geometric model given by the NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines) boundary representation within the isogeometric analysis framework proposed by Hughes et al. [54] . It will be presented in another paper.
5. Implicit geometrical models based on multiple parametric primitive representations
Introduction and motivation
In the prevenient section, we have detailed one possible algorithm to convert a parametric surface into an implicit signed distance/level set representation. In practice however, solids cannot be represented by a single parametric surface. Thus, it is necessary to have the capacity to combine a number of parametric (primitive) surface representations to build the final solid. Recall the example of the square plate with a hole of Fig. 4 . The object of this section is to explain how the proposed algorithm can be used to define solids based on an arbitrary number of primitive surfaces.
As explained in Section 2, constructing a domain based on a fixed background mesh poses two major challenges:
Sharp features such as edges and corners cannot be reproduced accurately using usual constructive solid geometry (CSG) operations on level sets. We propose a cutting process to split boundary elements that are intersected by more than one zero level set.
Mesh independence is a requirement that aims at ensuring that minimal remeshing is performed in the definition of the solid. In general, the quality of the approximation of a curved domain is mainly governed by mesh size. To produce a meshindependent approximation that may usefully be used for analysis, we have chosen to construct a finer graded mesh inside the narrow bands x i . This graded sub-element mesh has two roles.
First, it is used for the conversion of the parametric functions to implicit signed distance representations. Second, it ensures that the inner and outer regions are accurately represented, even for severely curved boundaries.
Cutting method integration
For a given zero level set that encloses the analysis domain, the polygonal meshes C i h are extracted from the bands x i for the purpose of mesh subdivision. A cutting method is used to split the boundary elements B that contain triangular/tetrahedral elements E B by the split edge/triangle that compose C i h . The subdivision level of a boundary element E B depends on the number of zero level sets defined at its vertices. When more than one cut edge/triangle intersects an element (i.e. x k \ x l -;, see Fig. 4b ), the cutting method may be recursively used for each sub-element (triangle/ tetrahedron) according to the number of cut edge/triangle.
This cutting method is developed as an extension of the standard subdivision used in XFEM (Moës et al. [23] in 2D and Sukumar et al. [55] in 3D). Each boundary element E B (level of subdivision 0) crossed by the first zero level set / 1 h can be divided into sub-elements (triangles/tetrahedra, level of subdivision 1). If a second zero level set / 2 h is also defined over a boundary element E B that has already been processed, then each sub-element (level of subdivision 1) crossed by the second zero level set can be subdivided in a similar manner as E B , and a number of new sub-elements (level of subdivision 2) are created to replace the intersected sub-element (level of subdivision 1). In the general case, another zero level set / n h defined over E B is assigned to subdivision level n. Each sub-element created by the recursive cutting method crossed by a zero level set / n h is subdivided and replaced by a new sub-element (level of subdivision n). Then, all these new sub-elements of different levels are stored for defining the domain boundary, performing numerical integration and to allow the specification of physical information for analysis. Note that, the sub-elements of level n À 1 that are crossed by a zero level set / n h , are replaced by the new sub-elements of level n, and all sub-elements E D are triangles in 2D or tetrahedra in 3D.
Illustration of the ability of the cutting method to represent corners in two and three dimensions
Figs. 10-12 demonstrate the ability of our cutting method to represent corners in 2D and 3D. For the purpose of illustration, in the case of Fig. 10 , the boundary element E B is subdivided into three sub-elements that align with the first zero level set / sub-elements of level 1. Then, the sub-elements are categorised into interior E IB and exterior sub-elements E OB using a Boolean operator based on the value of the sign of / 
This example illustrates the ability of the method to represent corners defined by the intersection of two zero level set functions in a particular configuration.
Adaptive sub-mesh refinement
We will now provide a technique that can control the accuracy of the implicit surfaces in the split (boundary) elements E B without changing the underlying fixed mesh for analysis.
One strategy is to subdivide the boundary elements E B using a finer mesh incorporated into the initial mesh [39] (e.g. a quadtree [40, 36] , or an octree [36] ) such that the curved boundaries are approximated by a set of linear segments in 2D (triangles in 3D). To do so, a common method is to use volume (implicit) data representation that may be generated in a variety of ways (medical images, implicit functions, etc.).
A second strategy is to use the parametric surface to produce a polygonal mesh and then calculate a distance on the finer mesh to obtain the zero level set. This circumvents the inability to easily calculate signed distance to parametric surfaces by sampling the surface and using this discretized version of the surface to compute signed distances.
Our representation differs from previous efforts in that we work with the exact parametric representation of the surface inside the boundary elements E B without polygonizing it.
To obtain an accurate geometry description for domains with curved boundaries, we present in the following section two different techniques: degenerated and graded sub-meshes which we shall name DSM and GSM, respectively.
Mesh refinement with degenerated sub-mesh (DSM)
We use the parametric information to generate the desired number of cut edges on the surface inside a boundary element E B which are tangent to this parametric surface (see Fig. 13 ). These cut edges are created by the corresponding zero level sets such that they are generated by a succession of analytically known level set planes p(x) = (x À x 0 ) Á n that pass through the point x 0 on the surface and defined by the normal n at this point. Then we apply the cutting method to each boundary element E B by using these zero level sets to create the sub-elements E D . The next step is the classification of the sub-elements into the interior boundary IB and exterior boundary OB to define the part of the approximate domain X h on the boundary B and the part of its boundary C h (see Fig. 14) .
Mesh refinement with graded sub-mesh (GSM)
The marching algorithm (cf. Section 4.3) benefits from a natural strategy to locate the narrow band from the all elements in the mesh, in which only the selected elements (i.e. x i ) need to be used for refinement if desired. This is an attractive strategy to restrict local mesh refinement to boundary elements E B . This strategy will be used locally in E B and recursively within each level of refinement to obtain a finer graded mesh that encloses the portion of the curve/ surface inside E B , which internal graded sub-mesh does not conform to the boundary. Fig. 15 shows the steps involved in the refinement in the 2D case for a boundary element E B and the classification of sub-elements E D contributing to the analysis. Each triangular boundary element E B (level of refinement 0) is subdivided into four sub-triangles E D (level of refinement 1) by connecting the midpoints of its three edges. The set of sub-triangles of level 1 (called set-1) is processed by the marching algorithm to locate the sub-set of subtriangles of level 1 (called sub-set-1) which enclose the portion of the curve inside E B .
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For those sub-elements E D that do not contribute to the local representation of the boundary curvature (i.e. the sub-elements E D in set-1 but not in sub-set-1) would be categorised into interior E IB and exterior E OB . This classification is done by using the sign of the distance values stored in E B (i.e. level 0) to evaluate the sign at the centroid of each sub-element E D which does not contribute to the sub-set-1. Exact curve Cut−5 Fig. 13 . Five cut edges are used to completely cover a smooth parametric curve to provide an accurate approximation of the boundary.
Fig. 14. The sub-elements E D resulting from five cut edges inside a boundary element E B (see Fig. 13 ). The sets {E IB } and {E OB } shown on the right represent the solid part and the second material or void part. Fig. 15 . Graded sub-mesh (GSM) refinement of level (n = 3) inside a boundary element E B . The set of straight line segments refers to the linear approximation of the boundary for each level of refinement. 5 For the purpose of illustration, in the case of Fig. 15 , the boundary element E B is subdivided into four sub-elements E D (i.e. set-1); the marching algorithm locates three sub-elements E D (i.e. sub-set-1) to more accurately convert the portion of the parametric surface into another more accurate portion of zero level set. 6 In the case of Fig. 15 , one sub-element E D in set-1 does not contribute to building the approximated curve; three sub-element E D in sub-set-1 are located by the marching algorithm (cf. Section 4.3) which will be used later for another refinement if needed. Note that, the sub-elements E D of sub-set-1 store the scalar distance value on each of its vertices, which serve to define the zero level set on sub-set-1.
If a second refinement is also needed, each sub-element E D of sub-set-1 can be subdivided in a similar manner as E B , and new sub-elements (set-2; i.e. level of refinement 2) are created to replace the sub-elements of sub-set-1. Then, the sub-elements of set-2 will be processed by the marching algorithm to locate the sub-set-2 that encloses the portion of the curve inside the sub-set-1.
Those sub-elements E D of level 2 that do not contribute to the local representation of the boundary curvature (i.e. the sub-elements E D in set-2 but not in sub-set-2) would be categorised into interior E IB and exterior E OB . This classification is done using the sign of the distance values stored in sub-set-1 (i.e. level 1) to evaluate the sign at the centroid of each sub-element E D which does not contribute to sub-set-2. Now, if local refinement of level n is desired in E B :
Each sub-element E D of the sub-set-(n À 1) can be subdivided in a similar manner as E B , and new sub-elements (set-n; i.e. level of refinement n) are created to replace the sub-elements of subset-(n À 1). Then, the sub-elements of set-n will be processed by the marching algorithm to locate the sub-set-n that encloses the portion of the curve inside the sub-set-(n À 1). Those sub-elements E D of level n that do not contribute to the local representation of the boundary curvature (i.e. the sub-elements E D in set-n but not in sub-set-n) would be categorised into interior E IB and exterior E OB . This classification is done by using the sign of the distance values stored in sub-set-(n À 1) (i.e. level n À 1) to evaluate the sign at the centroid of each sub-element E D which does not contribute to build the sub-set-n. We apply the cutting method to split each sub-element of subset-n by using the local zero level set defined on this sub-set-n to create sub-elements E D , and then classify the sub-elements which were created by the cutting method into interior E IB and exterior E OB . This classification is done by using the sign of the distance values stored in sub-set-n to evaluate the sign at the centroid of each sub-element E D which was created by the cutting method.
Remarks:
The marching algorithm applied to the background mesh grid, propagates the search of a portion of elements by walking through adjacencies to construct the zero level set inside E B of level 0. If local refinement is needed, another process of the marching algorithm is used locally and recursively at each step of refinement inside E B , such that the inputs of the algorithm (i.e. the sub-set of level n, the start values (u s , v s ), and the start vector n s ) are obtained automatically. Each boundary element E B is processed separately until the classification of all sub-elements E D of level n is done, recursively, into an interior E IB category or exterior E OB category.
The graded sub-mesh refinement (GSM) in three-dimensions is similar to that previously described for two dimensions, but needs to deal with a few additional challenges: (1) a tetrahedral boundary element E B will be divided into eight sub-elements E D by connecting the midpoints of its six edges. (2) For each level of refinement needed, each sub-element E D will be subdivided in a similar manner to E B . (3) The marching algorithm (cf. Section 4.3) will be used globally in the three dimensional background mesh grid Gr and locally in E B .
Examples shown in Figs. 16 and 17 are constructed to demonstrate the ability of our graded sub-mesh to construct the sub-elements E D inside a boundary element E B , and to represent a curved boundary by a set of linear segments E D C in 2D (triangles in 3D). These sub-elements E D and E D C will be used for numerical integration of the local stiffness matrix and to apply boundary conditions (e.g. heat flux and traction in a mechanical problem), respectively. For this purpose, the sets {E D } and fE D C g corresponding to a boundary element E B are stored such that each E D or E D C can be found by its corresponding E B .
We discuss numerical integration in detail in the forthcoming section.
Numerical integration
In the upcoming developments, the sets of interior elements I and boundary elements B are assumed known.
Interior elements.Numerical integration in each interior element E I is done using standard Gauss quadrature. Boundary elements.For a boundary element E B , i.e. an element split by the boundary of the domain, two different approaches are possible: 1. Subdividing E B based on a linear (as in [23, 55] ) or higher order (as in [41, 42] ) description of the boundary. 2. Without subdividing E B as proposed in Ventura [56] using equivalent polynomials. It is also possible to use the approach of Natarajan et al. [24, 25] based on the Schwarz Christoffel (SC) mapping of the interior/exterior polygonal areas to the unit disk. Another alternative is strain smoothing where domain integration is transformed into boundary integration as in [26] . The advantage of the latter is that it has the potential to be amenable to three dimensional cases, whereas the SC mapping technique remains restricted to two-dimensional problems. To use the SC mapping in 3D, the interior and outer parts of a boundary element could be integrated using strain smoothing and the SC mapping subsequently used to integrate along the boundary of the interior and exterior subregions. Since each of those boundaries is composed of the union of polygons, the SC mapping (or any other method to integrate numerically on polygons) can be used to compute the integral on each polygon. Note that strain smoothing modifies the variational principle so that the resulting stiffness matrix is usually not as stiff as that of the original finite element. The interested reader can refer to [57, 58] and, more recently [59] [60] [61] [62] for details as well as [63] for upper and lower bounds.
However, both approaches, as they stand, can only deal with a unique linear/higher-order boundary surface of simple shape inside the boundary elements E B . In our approach, we use linear sub-elements (finer mesh) incorporated into a boundary element E B to control a priori the faithfulness of the boundary representation. This approach was also used with boundaries represented by an analytical level set in 2D [40] and explicit 3D polygonal mesh in [43, 44] . Following ideas similar to the Heaviside step function approach of [9, 36] , we will define the indicator functions K I[B and N B to simplify the description of the domain X h and its boundary C h , respectively, as follows:
These indicator functions are used to restrict the numerical integration procedure to those elements which should effectively contribute to the stiffness matrix and boundary conditions. Domain integrals.All integrals in the set of interior elements I are computed using standard procedures. For each boundary element E B numerical integration will be performed in each sub-element (triangles/tetrahedra) E D that contribute to the approximated domain X h . Therefore, the integral of a generic function f is then given by
B(C) defines the set of boundary elements B that enclose a part or all of the boundary C. E B C defines the part of the boundary which is inside E B . E D C is one of the linear segments/triangles that contribute to C h . In the particular case, when the domain is constructed without sharp features, (11) can be written as
Fig . 18 shows some examples of boundary integrals in a particular geometric configuration.
Numerical experiments
As shown in Section 5.4, the degenerated finer sub-mesh (DSM) and graded sub-mesh (GSM) can be used as required to cover the space created by the curved boundaries inside a boundary element E B . We show via numerical experiments that the degenerated subelements E D (the extreme case) are very well suited to control geometric errors in the description of boundaries, and the large aspect ratio of E D does not affect the accuracy of the numerical integration, as confirmed by other studies [43] . Also, we show that if these boundaries are not sufficiently well described, the advantage of using higher order finite element is indeed not clear, as errors in the boundary description lead to suboptimal convergence rates in the analysis.
Area of a circle
The first numerical example is concerned with calculating the relative error in the area of a parametrically defined circle C(u) = (cos(u), sin(u)) converted on an unstructured square grid meshed with triangular elements. The relative error in the area, defined as follows: computed with different mesh sizes h. For representing a circle in the set of boundary elements B, we use the extreme case (DSM) to perform numerical integration over the degenerated sub-elements E D . The area of a circle, defined using the proposed method is plotted against mesh refinement for various numbers of edges used to represent the circular shape within each split element. The results are given in Fig. 19 where it is clear that using additional edges to represent the curved boundary within each split boundary element leads to a very large reduction in the error, and the geometric approximation error decreases with the increase of additional edges as O(h) 2 . Note that the error level in the approximation of the area of the circle is decreased by three orders of magnitude when using 20 edges within each split element, compared to using one single edge as is commonly done. One order of magnitude is already achieved by using two edges as opposed to one.
The convergence rate, however, seems to suffer, especially when more than 10 edges are used in each split element. The reason for this behavior is that the cutting method used for each additional edge inside E B , process on more and more degenerated and finer sub-elements E D which affects the precision of the cut process and hence of the integration. We recommend using 5 edges, which gives a good balance of computational efficiency versus accuracy.
Plate with a hole under tension
The second problem will be presented to illustrate the convergence rate for a 2D problem in classical linear elasticity with a curved boundary. We consider an infinite plate with a central hole of radius a loaded at infinity by a traction r = 1 in the x-direction.
The main objective of this problem is to study the effectiveness of GSM with higher order shape functions and study whether the use of a degenerated sub-mesh is be critical in the analysis. The exact solution of this problem is available as given in [64] , and the displacements in the x-and y-direction as 
where (r, h) is a polar co-ordinate system with the origin at the center of the hole. A plane stress state j = 3 À 4m is assumed with dimensionless elastic modulus E = 10
In the numerical model (see Fig. 20 ), we consider a square computational domain of size L Â L with L = 2 and a hole radius a = 0.4 at its center. The exact tractions corresponding to the analytical solution (14) are prescribed on the boundary of the approximated domain X h , with appropriate constraints added to remove the rigid body modes. In this example, the mesh does not conform to the circle but it does conform to the square boundary, in order to study the influence of the numerical quadrature only in the curved part. Convergence studies are carried out on different meshes using linear and quadratic elements. For the purpose of error estimation, we use the displacement
such that the error decreases as O(h) p+1 , where p is the polynomial order of the shape functions, for this smooth problem. The results are presented in Fig. 21 where it is clear that not only the accuracy, but also the convergence rates are increased by using the proposed technique as opposed to the classical XFEM approximation.
As expected, using 15 edges in each split element to represent the hole when using a linear approximation leads to very little improvement because the error is dominated by the inability of the finite element shape functions to represent the solution.
On the other hand, for quadratic approximations, the benefit of introducing additional points along the boundary of the hole is immediately apparent, even for only two edges inside each split element. This is also not surprising, because the advantage of using a quadratic approximation is lost by the inability to represent the curved boundary with a single edge in the split element.
Finally, the convergence rate in the L 2 norm in the extreme case where 15 edges are used along the curved boundary inside E B with a quadratic approximation is 3.31 which is better than the theoretical rate of p + 1, versus the suboptimal convergence rate of 2.07 obtained for a quadratic XFEM approximation with a single edge in each split elements.
The results presented by the (DSM) technique show that the extreme case of degenerated sub-mesh can be used as required to cover the space created by the curved boundaries which decrease geometric errors inside the set of boundary elements B as needed by higher order FE methods. Moreover, the examples demonstrate that the optimal rate can be achieved even for large aspect ratios of the sub-elements E D . However, one critical aspect of the technique based on the degenerated sub-mesh (DSM) is that the local computational geometry operations needed to subdivide the boundary element E B is complex, especially in three-dimensions. We recommend the use of a graded sub-mesh (GSM) (cf. Section 5.4.2), which is fast, simple, and accurately controls the description of the object obtained by the converted surfaces on the background mesh.
Finite element analysis
In this section, we adapt the technique of XFEM for void-material interface to our proposed implicit representation. Our goal is to demonstrate that finite element analysis on a fully implicit representation of the domain whose boundaries (possibly defined by parametric functions initially) are independent of the mesh is possible within an XFEM framework and conserves the accuracy and convergence properties of the FEM even for domains with sharp features. This implicit representation is based on the signed distance field (level set) using a general unstructured grid and can be of interest for computational domains with free boundary problems: treatment of discontinuities (signed distance field can be used to construct enrichment functions within the XFEM framework), with possible evolving boundaries.
In this paper, only fixed boundaries with mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are considered. For simplicity we consider the Poisson problem, the generalization of the following developments to other PDEs or other boundary conditions is straightforward.
Governing equations
Consider an unstructured mesh grid Gr for analysis with regular mesh size h, that encloses an approximated object X h & R n ; ðn ¼ 2; 3Þ, bounded by C h . The domain divides Gr into disjoint parts, the sets of elements I, B and O. In our case, the void is not considered as an integral part of the object, thus the set O is of no further use in terms of the computation. Each element within the sets elements I and B are incorporated into the analysis, and let Gr I[B be a finite element mesh that completely encloses X h from which the space U h & H 1 ðGr I[B Þ of order p is constructed. Let us consider the following model problem in X:
where f, u D and t N are given data, C D [ C N = C, and n is the outward normal unit vector on C.
Finite element methods which employ a background mesh to model free objects can sidestep the mesh generation difficulties encountered with FE. On the other hand, new difficulties appear in the imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions, which are imposed at nodes of the polygonal mesh C h which do not necessarily coincide with any node of the background mesh. Therefore, the strong imposition of Dirichlet conditions inside boundary elements B leads to a phenomenon known as boundary looking which was already pointed out in the pioneering work of Babuška [65] .
There are many techniques for the implementation of Dirichlet boundary conditions in such cases:
Techniques that modify the basis functions to satisfy the constraints directly by using R-functions [66, 18] or implicit equations [36] . Techniques that enforce the conditions in a weak sense based on a modification of the weak form, such as the Lagrange multiplier method or the penalty method. When using Lagrange multipliers, only appropriate space that satisfy the discrete inf-sup condition [65, 67] retain optimal convergence rates. Designing a proper space is needed to enforce approximately this condition in order to obtain an acceptable solution. When using a consistent penalty method such as Nitsche's method, an appropriate Nitsche parameter is required in order to get a stable formulation. The problem of this method is that the deduction of the weak form is not straightforward, and the choice of an appropriate parameter depends on the physics of the problem [34] .
Among the different possible methods, the Lagrange multipliers method is particularly easily applicable to many classes of problems [34] . In fact, only a trivial modification of the weak form is needed to enforce the Dirichlet boundary conditions without requiring any user-defined parameters.
The weak form associated to (16) can be expressed as the following mixed formulation:
for all ðv; lÞ 2 U Â L, where the Lagrange multiplier k = Àru Á n corresponds to the flux along the boundary and L denotes the space of Lagrange multipliers defined on the Dirichlet boundary.
Using the element shape functions N i , the approximation of the field can be written as
The Lagrange multipliers are approximated by the classical shape functions such that these functions are constructed on a part of the polygonal surface mesh C i h containing the Dirichlet boundary. However, we show in the next section that only an appropriate finite element space of the Lagrange multipliers leads to stability of the above weak form as well as the optimal rate of convergence. The weak form for the discrete problem can be stated as: 
Imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions
In the context of XFEM, [68, 27] showed that using all Lagrange multipliers defined on the nodes of mesh C i h leads to instabilities, and only an optimal space will lead to optimal convergence. Moës et al. [27] proposed a strategy to reduce the Lagrange multiplier space by eliminating a number of constraints from the global matrix, thus relax the Dirichlet condition which suppresses oscillations in the multipliers. This strategy was extended to three-dimensions for imposing frictional contact within the XFEM framework in [28] . Recently, a theoretical analysis of the stability of this strategy in two-dimensions has been done in [29] .
In the present work, we build the Lagrange multiplier space by employing the algorithm described in [28] . In conjunction with our framework, this algorithm imposes linear or equality relations among multipliers of the naïve space L h to enforce the Dirichlet conditions in the weak sense. The algorithm consists in building a set of edges from the narrow band x i that are strictly cut by C i h . It is done by using the signed distance field defined in x i . Then a subset of these edges are selected with respect to the steps of the algorithm to construct vital edges and non-vital edges. Only the multipliers which are linked to vital edges will hold in the resolution of the discretized equation (19) . Next, each multiplier which lies on a non-vital edge is imposed to be a linear combination or equal with the Lagrange multipliers of the vital edges around it. For more details about these steps, the reader is referred to [28] .
We will show in the following section that this algorithm provides a suitable reduced Lagrange multiplier space for our framework.
Numerical examples
In this section numerical results will be presented to illustrate the analysis with fully implicit representation of the domains under mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. A Laplace problem in two and three dimensions with known analytical solutions will be analyzed to demonstrate the accuracy and convergence properties of the present method. Linear shape functions are used both to describe C h and for analysis. The behavior of the proposed approach is studied on three academic examples with simple geometries. These geometries are not necessarily constructed by conversion from parametric functions into level sets, only analytical level sets suffice to approximate a proper domain with the cutting method (cf. Section 5.2). The exact Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed on the boundaries of the approximate domain X h , corresponding to the analytical solution of the potential u ex and analytical normal flux, respectively.
For the purpose of error estimation and convergence studies, the numerical stability of the formulation with respect to the inf-sup condition is verified by using the following relative error norms: 
where u ex and u h are the exact and extended finite element solutions for the potential field, and r n u ex and k h correspond to the normal flux of the exact and extended finite solutions of the Lagrange multipliers.
Numerical validation for two-dimensional problems
Let us analyze the convergence in the particular example of the Laplace equation, already considered in [34] for mesh-free and [27, 30, 32, 29] for XFEM approximation. The model problem is given by Du ¼ 0 i n ðx; yÞ 2 X h :¼0; 1½Ây Ã ; 1½ with y Ã 2 ½0; 1½;
with the analytical solution given by u ex ðx; yÞ ¼ ½coshðpyÞ À cothðpÞ sinhðpyÞ sinðpxÞ:
For this problem, we study two numerical examples: square domain (y = y * = 0), and curved domain (y = y * ); see Fig. 22 . We note that the Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed both on the bottom part of the square domain and on the curved part of the curved domain.
The curved part of the domain is constructed with a circular arc centered at (0.5, 1), with radius r = 2/3. This curved domain has already been considered in [30] as a benchmark for enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions on only the boundary curved part which is not fitted with the background mesh.
Implicit square domain
First, for the purpose of comparison, we present numerical tests with the standard mixed method (naive approach) without reducing the Lagrange multiplier space L h for the square domain with conforming unstructured triangular mesh and with implicit computational domain on unstructured triangular mesh grid.
In the case of the implicit representation of the domain, a piecewise-linear Lagrange multiplier space L h is constructed along the straight line segment of the bottom part of C h with a degree of freedom at each vertex of the straight line segments inside the set of boundary elements B. Note that we are dealing with the two types of boundary conditions inside a boundary element E B which contains a corner. Therefore, the integrals on the two parts of the boundary are discontinuous at the virtual corner point. These integrals are calculated using Gaussian quadrature and the indicator function N B (cf. Section 5.5). Fig. 23 shows the dependence of various relative norms on mesh size h. From these results, the convergence rates for the case of classical FEM (see Fig. 23a ) of the errors (20)- (22) . However, extended finite element solutions (XFEM) with the standard mixed method for the domain defined implicity does not yield optimal convergence rates (see Fig. 23b ). The suboptimal convergence rate in the energy norm is associated with significantly higher approximation of the Dirichlet boundary condition on the bottom boundary of the square. This gives rise to over-constraint of the primal variable space which yields oscillations of the Lagrange multipliers on the boundary. These oscillations are already observed in [68, 27] within an XFEM framework, and can be alleviated by reducing the Lagrange multiplier space L h as suggested by Moës et al. [27] . [28] , is adopted.
The new results with the reduced Lagrange multiplier space L Ã h are presented in Fig. 25 where it is clear that analysis on a fully implicit computational domain produces very similar results to those obtained by a conforming mesh (see Fig. 23a ). The convergence studies also show that analysis on a domain defined implicitly with h enclosed in the set of the boundary elements B will be used for imposing the boundary conditions. Boundary elements E B 2 B those contain corners are separated into two categories: noted by E B (1) and E B (2). E B (1) and E B (2) are the boundary elements which include one type and a mix of boundary conditions, respectively.
sharp features can be realized as in the case of a conforming mesh, the standard mixed method (naïve approach) was largely ameliorated by using a reduced Lagrange multiplier space and the present method possesses an excellent rate of convergence in the energy norm (20) , the error on the enforcement of the Dirichlet constraint (21) as well as for the error on the Lagrange multipliers (22).
Implicit curved domain
An implicit curved domain problem is treated in order to analyze the enforcement of the Dirichlet constraint on the curved part of the boundary. Fig. 26 shows the extended finite element solutions u h of the problem (23) obtained on the implicit curved domain with mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The Lagrange multiplier (flux) distribution along the curved part of the domain is shown in Fig. 27 . As can be seen from this figure, the normal fluxes on the curved interface are acceptable and without oscillation.
The results of the convergence study are shown in Fig. 28 where the rates of convergence on the errors (20)- (22) The numerical studies show that the present method is of comparable accuracy and stability to conforming FEM even for sharp features and curved boundaries. Comparison study between analysis with conforming mesh (Fig. 30a) and non-conforming mesh (Fig. 30b) .
tests presented with a fully implicit representation of object boundaries.
Numerical validation for a three-dimensional problem
We consider the same problem as studied above in three dimensions, where X h is a unit cube [ 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, u D , corresponding to the analytical solution, are imposed on the lower side (y = 0) of the cube, and Neumann boundary conditions, also corresponding to the analytical normal flux, are imposed on the five other faces. The sharp features of the implicitly represented domain are exactly approximated on the background mesh using six zero level sets and the cutting method (cf. Section 5.2). Fig. 29 shows the domain defined over an unstructured mesh grid and the extended finite element solutions u h of the Laplace problem obtained on this implicit representation with mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. For comparison purposes, we present numerical tests with the same problem using a standard finite element method with a mixed formulation for the Laplace problem, where the mesh conforms to the domain boundary. In the case of the implicit representation, the reduced Lagrange multiplier space L Ã h & L h is constructed along the bottom boundary of the triangulated surface mesh. This reduced space is chosen using the set of vertices contained in the set of boundary elements B.
The evolution of relative errors norms (20)- (22) for the Laplace problem in the mesh size h is shown in Fig. 30a for the case of a conforming mesh with FEM and in Fig. 30b for the case of a nonconforming mesh with XFEM. Comparing the results of FEM (see Fig. 30a ) to the theoretical values for a linear interpolation, i.e. O(h) p=1 for the energy and O(h) p+1=2 for the enforcement of the Dirichlet constraint, we note that the actual convergence rates are slightly below the optimal values. We therefore then compared the accuracy and the rates of convergence of the classical FEM and our implicit XFEM representation. These comparisons are shown in Fig. 31 . As can be seen, the analysis with conforming and non-conforming mesh yield nearly the same accuracy and convergence rates in the approximated energy and Lagrange multipliers. As to the enforcement of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the accuracy and convergence rate are governed by the choice of the Lagrange multiplier space L Ã h . It is interesting to note that all these numerical results for the case of a non-conforming mesh are superior to the standard mixed method (naïve approach), which yields oscillations of the Lagrange multipliers on the boundary.
Conclusions
We presented and validated a general method to carry out finite element analysis on arbitrary implicitly defined domains obtained from parametric surfaces. The input to the algorithm is the parametric description of the boundary of the object which is converted automatically and efficiently into implicit level set representations. The computational domain is then obtained by Boolean operations on those level set functions. A special adaptive numerical integration technique which uses the parametric description to increase the geometrical faithfulness (thus decrease mesh dependence) was proposed. We showed that the resulting algorithm is adequate to describe objects with sharp features such as edges and corners.
The above paradigm required several contributions:
an algorithm for fast conversion of a smooth parametric function into a discretized signed distance field on an arbitrary unstructured background mesh. For objects with sharp features, we use several zero level sets defined on narrow bands. This algorithm automatically converts parametric functions such as those used in computer aided design (CAD) into implicit level set representations. This implies that the framework can easily be coupled to existing CAD software; an adaptive integration algorithm to represent the geometry accurately where the parametric information can be used as a guide to generate the profile of the curved region inside an element as needed by higher order FE methods; a mixed formulation to weakly enforce Dirichlet conditions along boundaries so that the analysis can be performed without requiring any user-defined stabilization parameters.
We have shown through several numerical experiments that the proposed methodology yields very similar results to those obtained by a conforming mesh even for domains with sharp features and curved boundaries.
This method can be considered as an extension of the work done by Belytschko et al. [9] who first introduced the idea of using an XFEM framework within a fully immersed domain constructed from a single level set. The proposed method is an extension of this idea to domains described based on multiple level sets obtained from arbitrary parametric descriptions on general unstructured meshes.
Though the approach was only tested for fixed boundaries and no enrichment was used, there is no additional difficulty in applying this framework to more complex cases, such as the treatment of moving discontinuities. Indeed, our representation is based on a signed distance field and can be used to construct enrichment functions within the XFEM framework as well as possible evolving boundaries within a level set framework.
